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After interviewing 50 of the world's greatest financial minds and penning the number-one New York

Times best seller Money: Master the Game, Tony Robbins returns with a step-by-step playbook,

taking you on a journey to transform your financial life and accelerate your path to financial freedom.

No matter your salary, your stage of life, or when you started, this book will provide the tools to help

you achieve your financial goals more rapidly than you ever thought possible. Robbins, who has

coached more than 50 million people from 100 countries, is the world's number-one life and

business strategist. In this book he teams up with Peter Mallouk, the only man in history to be

ranked the number-one financial advisor in the United States for three consecutive years by

Barron's. Together they reveal how to become unshakeable - someone who can not only maintain

true peace of mind in a world of immense uncertainty, economic volatility, and unprecedented

change but profit from the fear that immobilizes so many. Through plain English and inspiring

stories, you'll discover... How to put together a simple, actionable plan that will deliver true financial

freedom Strategies from the world's top investors on how to protect yourself and your family and

maximize profit from the inevitable crashes and corrections to come How a few simple steps can

add a decade or more of additional retirement income by discovering what your 401(k) provider

doesn't want you to know The core four principles that most of the world's greatest financial minds

utilize so that you can maximize upside and minimize downside The fastest way to put money back

in your pocket: uncover the hidden fees and half truths of Wall Street - how the biggest firms keep

you overpaying for underperformance Master the mind-set of true wealth, and experience the

fulfillment you deserve today.
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There are a few books that I have read, and even before I finished them, realized that they changed

something significant about my life. Unshakeable: Your FInancial Freedom Playbook by Tony

Robbins is one of those.It wasnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t that the principles here are new to me. The

concepts are actually pretty simple to grasp.DonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t operate out of fear, or invest

according to emotion. Make your decisions based on logic.Invest for the long term. Compounding

interest always wins.Minimize tax liability and fees.Diversify to protect yourself when down times

come.Invest more when everything is on sale.Rebalance your investments, preferably annually.Just

because I shared these basic highlights does not mean you do not need to read the book. Far from

it. They absolutely mean you need to read it, because all of the principles in the list make sense,

and you can know you should do them, but unless you know how, that knowledge is useless.You

could flounder about on your own: I have done so most of my life. You can remake the mistakes

others have made, and learn on your own. But that will be (and has been) an expensive choice.You

can sit on the sidelines, living in fear and keeping your assets and investments in cash rather than

getting into investing at all. This is the surest way to lose, especially with todayÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

low interest rates.Or you can instead learn from the masters. Read TonyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s book

and not only will you learn from him, but you will learn from those he has known and worked with,

some of the wealthiest and most successful investors on the planet. You will also learn how to

choose a financial advisor of your own, where to set up your retirement funds and how, and even

more.I canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t say enough about this book, but I canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t leave the

review without talking about the final chapter, something I have been talking about and trying to

master the last few years. Tony tells you of his journey and gives you his advice about how to be

personally wealthy--in a beautiful state rather than a suffering state no matter what your

circumstances.This takes a disciplined mind, and it is only a disciplined mind that will follow the

advice outlined in this book. The biggest obstacle to your success in any area is you, and this book

will teach you how to overcome that in more than just your finances.Five stars. Well done. Well

edited and written. If you donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t read another book about building wealth and

finances this year, make reading this one a top priority. You wonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t regret it.

Sorry Tony. Im a huge fan. The fact that the money is going to charity is the only thing that makes

this redeemable. I should have known. Robbins books are usually big and take long to come out.



This was pumped out too fast. Reading through it, you can clearly see this is a marketing vehicle for

his financial advisor company. And dont' get me wrong, as a marketer I appreciate the great

marketing he does. But as someone interested in learning more after reading his Money Master the

Game book, this was hugely disapointing. Skip this. Read Money Master the Game if you want

something from him. But even then, there are dozens of better books on investing.Also, I find it

funny that Robbins makes it seem like investing is the only way to get rich. Plus, its about getting

rich when you're 75. Who wants that. How about he talks about how people actually get rich, which

is creating assets, not buying them.

One of the best books about financial freedom that I've read, not only about financial wealth but also

about happyness

Thank you Tony Robbins, once again. We really appreciated the concise, instructive & motivating

book. We have the Kindle version, the Audible version and now the hardback as a reference guide.

We thought it so worth while that we purchased copies as well for our children. Do yourself a favor

and pick up a copy. A plus is that you are also helping Tony further his charitable works since all

proceeds go towards helping those who need it the most.

For who those want super wealth, should read and do simple step by Tony Robbins

This book is a must read for anyone that wants to take control of their financial destiny. Great

insights on steps the every day investor can apply Now. If you only read one book this year, read

Unshakeable. And, yes, I read, Money, Master the Game, twice, and this one is a keeper, too!

Great book could not put it down and has changed my questioning process when investing, going to

implement some strategies learned here.

WOW! If you read, READ THIS!
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